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R9T TECHNOLOGY

ALL THE EXPERTISE OF BRIDGESTONE CYCLE GOES INTO THIS TIME TRIAL FRAME

TT bike developed without preconceptions

R9T is the first time trial bike that Bridgestone Cycle has ever pro-

duced. We think TT bikes are the result of every bit of technical ex-

pertise in the development of sports bikes because they need to be 

the fastest. That’s why we reconsidered our whole style of bicycle 

production and needed to develop our TT bike from scratch. The 

front fork, the down tube and the chain stays are the three parts that 

played an important role in the development of R9T. We started by 

redesigning the lower half of the frame for general performance. For 

us, the lower half of a bicycle frame is the same as the spine in human 

beings because stability, stiffness and acceleration all come from it.

Asymmetrical construction that doesn’t waste 
pedaling output

By improving the stiffness around the BB area, the frame was 

strengthened to take the huge output from pedaling. This develop-

ment was based on conclusions about appropriate stiffness based 

on our long experience and achievements in track racing and precise 

stress analysis. In addition to this, the chain stays are asymmetrical 

and the cross section of the drive-side is squared to withstand huge 

tension from the chain. Also, the chain stay length is shortened as 

much as possible to keep the bike agile due to its high stiffness. The 

lower the center of gravity gets, the more stable the bike rides es-

pecially for time trial bikes. By lowering the center of gravity on this 

bike, we obtained excellent performance in such areas as high-speed 

stability and gentle behavior when pedaling in a standing position.

Low center of gravity, aerodynamics, extra small size

We placed the rear brakes and shifting system at the bottom of the 

frame to lower the center of gravity. Shimano’s direct mount brakes 

are located underneath the BB, where the battery of Shimano Di2 

electronic shifting is integrated. We achieved a drastic lowering of the 

center of gravity by placing these heavier parts at the bottom of the 

bike. We also paid attention to the ærodynamic shape in order to re-

duce drag. Not only dœs the frame have the minimized frontal project-

ed area, but the original stem and seatpost that come with the frame 

help to to manage the airflow. It is our standard policy to pursue the 

ideal shape as well as the utility. Finally, we offer a SS size for smaller 

riders by utilizing our experience in developing smaller road bikes. 

Innovative graphic that shows our concept 
for development 

The R9T has a vivid yet simple and innovative graphic that shows our 

concept for development. The graphic pattern on the top tube is par-

allel to the ground and makes the tube look thinner and supple so that 

the bike looks like it runs fast. The gloss black part on the bottom of 

the frame graphically shows its high stiffness while the red accent 

represents the inner spirit. We would like everyone to see this design 

in person on an actual bike.

Asymmetrical chain stays
The BB area is as stiff as that of track frames. In addition to this, the frame uses an asym-

metrical design with a bigger chain stay on the drive side. It withstands the pedaling power 

to convert into torque and reduces flex as much as possible.

Integrated Di2 battery slot
The frame is strictly designed for Di2 

electronic shifting and the wiring is opti-

mized. The heavy battery is inserted into 

the seat tube from the bottom of the BB 

to lower the whole center of gravity of the 

bike. (The transparent model in the photo 

shows the interior battery placement.)

Original stem
R9T comes with an original stem that fol-

lows the contour of the frame. Everything 

from the head cap to the steering column 

is integrated. The stem has a seamless de-

sign that contours the frame to minimize the 

turbulence around it.




